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Where is New Zealand
Where is New Zealand
Unsealed Roads

- Over 83,000km of Local Authority managed roads.
- More than 31,500km unsealed (38%).
- Very limited funds available for seal extension and almost no NZ Transport Agency financial assistance.
- Significant generator of public complaints.
Workshop Topics since 2003 include:

- Motivating sensible unsealed road maintenance practices.
- Innovation on a shoe string – alternative metals for unsealed roads.
- Logging trucks on local roads – is forestry really having an unreasonable impact?
- Good practices and techniques to ensure better surfaces and drainage on unsealed roads.
- Reducing metal usage and grading frequency by continuous compaction of unsealed roads with grader attached rollers.
- Improved design method for aggregate surfaced roads.
- Gravel road maintenance – USA best practice.
- Waste AC to rehab unsealed road.
- Gravel loss monitoring project.
- Assessing the effectiveness of unsealed road key performance measures
- Optimising gravel road maintenance strategies
- And many many more…………..
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Road damages
Road damages create comfort-, environmental- and security problems. Existing measurement technologies are very expensive and can only be used rarely. With smartphones you can measure often or in remote areas.
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Awards
We are proud to present our awards

IRF Global Road Achievement Award
Read about it here
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